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Multi-Block Standards 
For the Morice-Lakes IFPA
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What Are Multi-Block Standards?
• Setting targets and assessing and managing 

regeneration performance for multiple blocks 
(rather than on a block by block basis).

• It is a comparison of future volume predicted 
with TASS when stand characteristics observed 
in the field are used as input with future volume 
predicted when input values similar to those 
used in timber supply analysis are used. 
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What Are Multi-Blk Standards Con’t?
• PMV – Predicted Merchantable Volume 

– Volume predicted with observed stocking for 
each stratum for the entire population of blocks

• TMV – Target Merchantable Volume
– The sum of total merchantable volume predicted 

for each stratum for the entire population of 
blocks assuming effective silvicultural practices 
and a stocking regime typically used in Timber 
Supply Analysis.

• Success:  PMV/TMV*100 >x%.  The entire 
population either passes or fails.
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Why A Multi-Block Approach?
• It better aligns regeneration efforts with timber supply 

objectives
• It better aligns regeneration efforts with habitat 

objectives
• It provides the flexibility to invest first in those areas 

that will yield the greatest return
• It reduces the need for arbitrary rules on minimum 

stocking and stratum size
• It provides an opportunity to link AAC allocations to 

regeneration performance
• It may reduce survey costs.
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Emerging Policy on Multi-Block Stds

• Every cutblock must be sampled and a process 
must be in place to identify cutblocks that are in 
the population

• Only acceptable trees allowed to stock an area
• A data base and reporting is required
• If the population fails, treatments, surveys, and 

further reporting is required
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Overview of the Multi-Block Protocol
One plot per hectare

Variable Density

• Survey plots are established 
on all blocks harvested in a 
given year (e.g. 13 years 
ago)

• Plot Measurements : # of 
trees by species, ht and age 
distribution of trees, BEC 
info, pest incidence, OAF1, 
stem distribution, inventory 
label, brush conditions, 
+UTM coordinates
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Overview- Post Survey Stratification
• After plot data is collected, all blocks are stratified
• A block can have more than one stratum
• One stratum can occur in more than one block
• A stratum is an area that is relatively uniform in terms 

of the stratification criteria used and all plots that fall 
within it are assigned the same stratum number 
regardless of whether an individual plot conforms to 
the stratum description
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Overview - Effective Age

Determine the effective 
age of a stand 10 yrs after 
harvest and then reduce 
volume or give it extra 
volume as shown.

Effective age is the age 
that must be input (for an 
observed site index) in the 
juvenile height growth 
models to attain the 
observed top height. 

Needed to account for the impact of different regen 
delays and treatments on stand volume

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refer back to the idea that TMV is predicted for each stratum, for the entire population of blocks, at a certain time (age 80) with the assumption that the stand has been managed to reduce or eliminate any impediment to growth and that there is full stocking.   But as we all know, despite our best intentions, some stands may not be growing to full potential in the first ten years.  This must be accounted for in both the MSQ approach and the stems/ha approach. Effective age is one way to do this.  Effective age is the age that must be input (for an observed site index) in the juvenile height growth models developed by Nigh and Love (1999, 2000) to attain the observed top height (Martin et al 2002).  It is a function of top height, total age, site index and species - produced using Nigh’s juvenile height growth models.  It is recommended that effective age be incorporated in the multi-block regeneration performance standard for the ML IFPA because it is a good way to account for the impact of varying stand conditions that are not otherwise accounted for in TIPSY.  In the Riverside system, seventy years was added to effective age to determine the appropriate total age at which to determine yield prediction.  In the example in figure 4, when stands have effective ages of 7 and 13 years, yield is taken from the yield table at ages 77 and 83 years, respectively.
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Overview - Statistical Confidence (PMV) 
• Sampling  precision must be estimated for 

some variables (e.g. within 10% of the mean 
95% of the time)

• Total conifers per hectare and effective age are 
examples

• A lower confidence limit for site index is 
unlikely to be required because:
- the same value is used in TMV and PMV
- a lower confidence limit is not used in 

timber supply analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that site index for a stratum is based on a variety of species and site types and it represents an average value for that stratum and is not necessarily related to any one species. So the mean site index value for the leading species and the mean site index value for the second species are used in TIPSY when simulating PMV (see also TMV species label below).  When this same approach is used for TMV site index, it means that, when there are only two species in both the PMV and TMV species label, site index will not be a factor in determining any differences in yield (see also TMV species label below).  However, when the PMV label has more than two species, the third species will have the same value as the second species and will skew the average site index for that run to whatever value is used for the second species (which could be higher or lower). 
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Overview - Yield Calculations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this project we used TIPSY, TASS, and SORTIE.  With TIPSY we obtain stocking information in a way that is very similar to historic methods and then determine predicted future yield for each stratum given current stocking and compare this to a target future yield determined with TIPSY in a way that mimics timber supply analysis.  In other words we are trying to align our management efforts with timber supply analysis and AAC.  The flow chart for this process looks like this…..
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2008/09 Project Objectives

– Expand earlier analysis to more 
comprehensively reflect operational conditions

– Assess the risks involved in adopting a multi-
block approach

– Provide a recommendation on whether a multi-
block system should be used by IFPA licensees

– If it is appropriate to adopt it, provide guidance 
on how it should be implemented
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Key Questions

• What is an appropriate benchmark date for 
evaluating regeneration performance?

• Which model should be used to simulate yield?
• What is the best way to stratify the population?
• How sensitive is PMV to stocking levels and stem 

distribution?
• Can stem mapping be used to address issues of 

stem distribution?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overall goal of this project is to build on original analysis for a multi-block stocking standard to ensure that those responsible for adopting and implementing the standard, and those responsible for approving it, will be sufficiently informed to reach appropriate conclusions as required under FPPR, sections 16, 26, and 45, and in government guidance on FSPs.The process has been iterative and initial results provided a strong basis for more focused testing.  Essentially we wanted to expand the analysis to more comprehensively reflect operational conditions. 
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Key Questions Con’t

• Is the influence of deciduous trees important and 
how should they be addressed in the standard?

• What is the impact of forest health factors?
• Should the influence of leave patches be 

addressed?
• How should statistical confidence be incorporated?
• What is the likelihood that a population will pass?
• What costs might be expected with this system?
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Benchmark Date
• Silviculture survey was data obtained from Canfor, 

HFP, and BFP to determine the time it takes to 
declare a stand free growing.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defining the age at which regeneration performance should be assessed and the size of the population was an important initial step.Silviculture data was obtained from Canfor, HFP and BFP to determine the time it takes to declare a stand free growing and to shed some light on the factors that need to be considered in making the decision (click chart to go to excel chart (Effective_Age_Summary.xls) summarizing this analysis).
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Benchmark Date Con’t
• Using the current standard, stands are not being 

declared “free growing” until 9 to 15 years, on 
average, after harvest

• Between 20 and 70% of the NAR created 12 years 
ago has not been declared free growing

• Reasons: forest health issues, administrative 
brushing, and other administrative issues.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data revealed that ….
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Benchmark Date Con’t

• Benchmark Date:  13 yrs after harvesting

• Other factors considered by stakeholders included: 
- There is typically a 12 to 18 mo planting delay
- The effects of stand establishment practices are 

mostly expressed within 12 years and there is an 
acceptable level of FH risk at that time

- TASS simulations assume no significant brush
- 12 yrs is a reasonable time to carry FG obligations
- Years since harvest is administratively easier to 

track and provides incentive to plant promptly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other considerations included..... Most licensees believed that if a stand has been established for a period of 12 years, the effects of stand establishment practices will have been largely expressed, there will be an acceptable level of risk regarding future forest health factors, and there will be a reasonable likelihood that future growth can be accurately modeled in TASS.Furthermore, TASS yield curves simulate potential stand growth (for a given species and site index) when trees are not impeded by brush or forest health factors.  If a stand that has brush issues or forest health issues is modeled, predicted yield will likely be more than what it should be.  PMV should not, therefore, be modeled until a stand reaches an age where it is expected that there is minimal risk that brush or forest health agents affecting juvenile stands will cause further significant impact on growth and yield.  As a result of this analysis, the decision was made to assess the population of harvested areas 13 years after harvest to determine whether regeneration practices have been successful.
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Available Data?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once a decision had been made about when to assess the population, the next step was to acquire the data so we could explore some of the other key questions.However, looking at licensee survey data by year of harvest (see excerpts in the slide - Canfor (top) and HFP (bottom)), revealed that it was not possible to use the data from cutblocks harvested 13 years ago (1996)  because an insufficient number of the blocks harvested in 1996, were surveyed in 2008.  In the end, we had to combine data from Canfor, Babine, and HFP for blocks harvested in 1995 and surveyed in 2006 to get enough area to reasonably approximate the area harvested by one licensee in a given year.  And of course, regarding the question of using blocks harvested 8 years ago , that we had early on in the project, it is quite apparent that this is not possible. An analysis of survey data provided by IFPA licensees, revealed that approximately 85% of the area harvested in the period 1996 to 2000 (8 to 12 years ago), has not yet been declared free growing (FG).  Of the area that has been declared FG, the proportion declared FG eight years or less after harvesting varied from 0 to 30% (mean of 3%) amongst the licensees.  Canfor data also indicates that a FG survey has been completed on less than 30% of the area harvested 8 to 12 years ago.  The inference in these statistics is that most stands do not meet the current criteria established for a free growing stand (in terms of age, height, brush competition, or forest health condition) until later than 8 years after harvest.  It is also apparent that it is not possible to evaluate the use of a multi-block regeneration performance standard in this project with data from blocks harvested 8 years ago because there is simply not enough survey data to support such an analysis.
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Population Data and Maps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next step, actually acquiring the data and transforming it to something that can be used in TASS and TIPSY, proved to be onerous with 3 different companies, 9 survey companies, different formats, inconsistent data, and a few database errors.  Here is a summary of what we got....  (click on the excel target pop icon).And here is a look at the final Master data set we used in the analysis. (click on the excel master data icon).  Once all the data was obtained, it was formatted, sorted, checked for inconsistencies and data gaps, corrected as required, and then used to derive additional attributes such as effective age, species labels, and site index values.
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Populations Data and Maps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spatial data came in the form of scanned images of the blocks with plot locations, and, in some cases block boundary shp files and utm cooridinates for plot locations.  The shp files and utm coordinates did not prove to be useful.
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Database Characteristics

•1327 plots
•Number of plots by stratum varied from 10 to 478
•Total conifers varied from 400 to 38,000 sph (mean of 4168)
•Site index, leading species, varied from 9 to 23 (mean of 18.1)
•Weighted average effective age varied from 4 to 28 (mean of 11.7)

Presenter
Presentation Notes




• TIPSY

• TASS 2.0

• TASS 3.0

• SORTIE
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Modelling Options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next step in the Analysis Process was to decide how to best simulate future yield.  Four models were considered including TISPY 4.1d, TASS 2.0, TASS 3.0, and SORTIE.  Each have their advantages and disadvantages...
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Issues w/TIPSY

• Initial density
• Deciduous trees
• Stem distribution
• Partial cuts

Species
Stem 
Distribution Yield @ 80 

Pl9Sw1 Planted 461 m3/ha
Pl9Sw1 Natural 391 m3/ha
Pl10 Clumped 328 m3/ha

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a number of issues with TIPSY 4.1d (table interpolation program for stand yield) with respect to a multi-block standard.  The first is how initial density is handled.  In the program (click on the icon), looking at the dialogue box entitled “Calculate from Existing Conditions” you will see that it will not allow this calculation for stands less than about 16 years of age.  By inputting the values for PMV that come 12 years after regeneration, we are assuming that current density is not much different than density at establishment.  This may or may not be true.  This can be rectified in TASS (+ explain how TIPSY handles initial density:  two year old stock planted three years after disturbance with minor natural fill in taking five years  vs  natural fill-in that starts three years after disturbance and lasts two more years) but may reduce overall PMV for the population when TIPSY is used.The second issue is deciduous trees.  TISPY does not allow intimate admixtures of deciduous.  It does allow one to model aspen yield if it is the only species and if you are in the Cariboo or Prince George regions.  In this project we need to exclude deciduous trees so that yield is not higher than it should be.  We explored the impact of deciduous trees in a number of ways.The third issue is stem distribution (the stand regeneration function in the program) is addressed in TIPSY by indicating whether the stand has a planted, clumped, or a natural distribution.  When spruce is a component of the stand, however (for example 90% pine and 10% spruce), the choices for stem distribution are limited to natural or planted.  Clumped is not an option.  There is a substantial difference in predicted future volume when clumped or natural is used rather than planted.  Here is an example....   We explored the issue of stem distribution in a number of ways in this project using both TASS and TIPSY (more on this later).The 4th issue is one we have always faced with TIPSY and that is that it is currently only suitable for simulating yield in single cohort stands although, in the Rocky Mountain Forest District, a different stocking standard, also based on TIPSY simulations, known as the Deviation From Potential (DFP) method, has been approved for use in partial cut stands.  The DFP system is not a multi-block system but could potentially be adapted to the ML IFPA.  Because there are few areas with multi-cohort stands in the study area, however, adaptation of this standard was considered outside the scope of this project and so the alternative standard we developed for the ML IFPA is only for single cohort stands. (DFP is the difference, on a relative scale of 0 to 1, between expected understory yield and potential understory yield as limited by current overstorey basal area (source: BC MoF Silviculture Note 30, 2005)).
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Issues with TASS 2.0

Problems:
•Uses Sx as a surrogate for  Bl 
•Can’t model admixtures of deciduous
•Height and age distribution allocation  based on 
stand averages is weakly addressed  

Advantages (over TIPSY):
•Can model from any age (TIPSY models from establishment)
•Can specify stem locations (distribution)
•Can report on expected number of well spaced stems/ha

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using TASS 2.0 eliminates some of the issues that are encountered in TIPSY such as modelling from any age, and being able to specify stem locations (if you have the data) but it is not without its problems.Those that concern us the most are:......
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Issues with TASS 3.0 
Problems:
•Mortality function not adequately calibrated
•Deciduous algorithms not yet incorporated
•No procedure for matching stand level parameters from surveys 
to individual stem locations

Advantages over TIPSY/TASS 2.0 when complete:
•Driven by light levels and crown interactions
•Species mixes possible
•Multi-cohort stands possible
•Input a stand table therefore any stem distribution and size/age 
are possible if you have the data
•Yield curves for aspen will be incorporated
•Has a windthrow function

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now at the outset of this project, and in the original workplan, we had planned on addressing almost all these issues by modelling yield in a desktop version of TASS (TASS III) that was supposed to be released in April.  It was indeed released in April but a preliminary review revealed that, while it is suitable for exploring the interface and how the model runs, there are several features which are not yet ready and/or which make yield predictions unreliable:	-The mortality function, a light-dependant driver of yield, and new to TASS, has not been well calibrated yet making yield predictions unreliable.  	- The deciduous algorithms being developed by Research Branch have not been incorporated thus precluding the direct modeling of the impact of admixtures of deciduous stems on yield. 	- There is no procedure for matching stand level parameters such as diameter, height, and age acquired from survey information to individual stem locations. In this project, therefore, TASS II will be used to explore the impacts of stem distribution and stocking.  The question being addressed in this aspect of the project is will future yield be substantially affected if an inappropriate assessment of stem distribution is used as input into TIPSY, and would it, therefore, be better to use TASS. More on this later….
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Issues with SORTIE
Problems:
•Not calibrated for sites other than SBS circum mesic
•Difficult (but flexible) user interface
•Most reliable with detailed height, age, and diameter distributions
and stem maps

Advantages :
•Intimate admixtures of aspen possible
•Species mixes possible
•Multi-cohort stands possible
•Powerful options for modifying growth rates and stand features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most important issue with Sortie is that is only calibrated for a limited range of conditions in the SBSmc and SBSdk (circum mesic)The intention is to have it well calibrated for a broader range of conditions within 3 years.
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Conclusions on Model Options
Conclusions:
•TIPSY is easier to use and is useful in exploring the impacts of 
stem distribution and in exploring the impacts of stratification, 
stocking changes,  forest health factors, leave patches.  It is not 
very useful in exploring deciduous impacts.
•Stem distribution impacts are best simulated in TASS and TASS 
2.0 is the only option at this point.
•TASS 3.0, a desktop application, appears to have the best set of 
features to meet multi-block needs once it is adequately calibrated 
but it is not yet ready
•Sortie currently is most suited to exploring the impact of 
deciduous trees on conifer yield on circum mesic sites in the SBS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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How to Stratify 
•Four stratification techniques  were evaluated:

A. Mapped species mix, stocking class, and SI class
B.  Site series
C.  Timber supply analysis units
D.  Unmapped species mix, stocking class, and SI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next major question to address was how to stratify the population data.  Four different techniques were evaluated....
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Stratification Method A

•27 potential strata, only 12 occurred in the database
•Each plot assigned to a stratum based on plot characteristics and
location (a mapping exercise)

•Strata generally > 2ha in size
•Average stratum values for SI, stocking, pests, etc were obtained

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With stratification method A, the breakpoints we used were....There were 27 potential strata.Block maps and field data were used to determine stratification in each block.  Both plot values and the distribution of plots were considered to make logical strata boundaries.  Some plots were included in a particular stratum despite the fact that individual plot characteristics did not meet the stratum criteria.  An attempt was made to ensure all strata were larger than 2 ha.  Note that the average site index values for each stratum for the leading species and second species were based on SIBEC correlations published in 2008 on the MoF website.This means the site index in each stratum is based on a variety of species and site types and it represents an average value for that stratum and is not necessarily related to any one species.
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Method A – PMV Label Derivation

•Species label is based on total stems/ha for that 
species and stratum, regardless of whether the 
species was leading or not 
•Deciduous stems were not included in the label 
because yield was modelled for total conifers 
only 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For PMV, once the data had been stratified, a pivot table was used to determine the sum of the total conifers column so that the weighting for each species could be determined. This process was repeated for species two, three, and four for each stratum. A weighted average value was then determined for a particular species by summing the total conifers/ha value for that species from the leading species, second species, third species etc tables and dividing by the total conifers/ha for all species and tables combined.  In other words the species label is based on total stems/ha for that species and stratum.  Note that deciduous species were excluded from this process because there is no way to include them in TIPSY.  
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Method A – PMV Yield Derivation

•Species mix
•Site index by spp
•Stocking (TC - pests)
•Stem distribution
(planted or natural)
•OAF1 Value
•Effective age

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once a species label had been generated for each stratum and basic stratum characteristics were determined, PMV was obtained by running the information thru TIPSY.A weighted average yield for all strata combined is then determined. For the purpose of this analysis, it was assumed that each plot had equal area representation and so number of plots in a stratum was used to determine relative weighting.SI for a stratum was based on SIBEC correlations and was a simple average.Stem distribution (at least in the base case scenarios) was assumed to be natural unless stems/ha were less than 2500 in which case it was assumed to be planted.  Clumped is not available when there is more than one species in a stratum and so it was never used.Stocking was total conifer/ha minus total pest affected trees.  All recorded pests were subtracted to be conservative although, in some cases, the pests would not have made the trees unacceptable.Effective age was the weighted average of species one and species two and it is used to determine what age to run TIPSY to (see slide 8).OAF1  values were based on the IFPA 2002 study in which 1264 plots were established to determine actual OAF1 value by site series and on the Vanderhoof IFPA results for their OAF1 study for site series not covered in the 2002 study.No OAF2 was used because mistletoes or root rots were not evident in these stands (forest health factors for which the OAF2 function was created).
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Method A – TMV Label Derivation
Bl Leading: 16% S8P2, 23% S5P5, and 61% P8S2
Sx Leading: 10% S8P2, 55% S5P5, and 35% P8S2
Pl Leading:  51% S5P5, and 49% P8S2
These labels above were assigned randomly to 
each plot in the landbase in the same proportions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recall that our target yield is supposed to be some proportion of that which would be obtained for the same site conditions when the assumptions in timber supply analysis are used.In timber supply analysis, for the Morice TSA, there are three species labels (mixes) used as input into TIPSY for managed stands - S8P2, S5P5, and P8S2 (source:  Morice Data Package, 2006).  How these are assigned to future managed stands within the landbase depends on the leading species in the existing stand as follows:16% of Bl leading stands are assigned a label of S8P2, 23% are assigned S5P5, and 61% are assigned P8S210% of Sx leading stands are assigned a label of S8P2, 55% are assigned S5P5, and 35% are assigned P8S251% of Pl leading stands are assigned a label of S5P5, and 49% are assigned P8S2So in our study we wanted to assign these same labels to the landbase in the same proportions.  We did this on a plot by plot basis by using an excel add-in called Ablebits Random Generator to generate a unique list of random values between 1 to 100 (unique in each 100 entries) for all 1327 plots.  Then “IF” statements were used to indicate that, when Bl was leading and the random number was from 1 to 16, the TMV label would be S8P2, if  the number were 17 to 39 then the label would be S5P5  and so forth for each species and label combination.  Once all the plots were labelled, a pivot table was used to determine, for each stratum, what the count of species labels was and then a weighted average label was generated as shown in the figure. 
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Method A – TMV Yield Derivation (1)
Two Methods:
1. Without Analysis Units (AUs), but using the species mix 

proportions specified in TSR 3. 
2. Using AUs to emulate timber supply analysis and, either:

a) defining them based on the published breakpoints below, or

b) defining them based on logical break points between the 
AU site index values shown below.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TMV yield derivation was more complicated than PMV yield derivation.Two methods for determining TMV for the strata in Stratification Method A were explored.  In the first method, yield for each stratum was determined using:average site index values for the stratum obtained from corresponding plot data, weighted average species mix for the stratum based on the proportions specified in TSR 2 and 3 (see previous slide), andOther TIPSY inputs used in timber supply analysis (1500 stems/ha, planted distribution, 2 year regen delay).  Harvest age of 90 years, not adjusted for effective age.No OAF1 or OAF2 values were applied.  OAF1 was deducted later.  In the second method, TMV was determined in a way that emulated timber supply analysis.  Analysis unit designations were assigned to each plot in two different ways:  using the published break point points for SI for each AU, and using the logical breakpoints between the AU site index values shown in the second table.  In this method it is not necessary to assign a species label to each plot.The reason both breakpoint criteria were tested is because, as you can see in the two tables (both published in the same document), the site index values used in the second table for each AU don’t correspond very well to the breakpoints in the first table.  Pine poor in table two for example, is 17.7 which is in the middle of the medium site class in table 1. 
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Method A – TMV Yield Derivation (2)

Site 
index 
values 
by AU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once AUs were assigned to each plot,  a pivot table was generated to obtain stratum characteristics like mean site index for each analysis unit (top table).To obtain yield for each analysis unit, three separate TIPSY runs were completed for each AU using the three different species mixes (S8P2, S5P5, and P8S2) and then a weighted average yield for each analysis unit was calculated based on the relative proportion of each species mix (e.g. 16% S8P2, 23% S5P5, and 61% P8S2)  (bottom table).  Note that the impact of using different site index values was also explored in this exercise.  The green, purple, and blue columns represent 3 different sources of site index information (hypothetical site index used in TSR base case analysis, hypothetical SI based on OGSI used in TSR sensitivity analysis, and average site index values for the analysis unit obtained from plot data. 
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Method A – TMV Yield Derivation (2)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The procedure described in the previous slide provides a weighted average yield for each analysis unit (upper right box on the slide).  The next step in the process of determining yield by stratum for stratification method A, was to correlate Analysis Unit yield with individual strata.   This was a simple exercise in which a pivot table was used to determine, for each stratum, what the count of analysis units was top left in the slide).  The yield for each stratum was determined using the analysis unit yields represented in that stratum, weighted using the count of analysis units from the pivot table.  Results for each stratum (using site index values derived from plot data) are shown in the table on the right in the slide (see TMV Yield Derivation TSR AUs Strat A Feb19.xlsx). It is not necessary to allocate the AU yield to each stratum since the population as a whole is what is compared.  Determining the yield for each stratum does serve to illustrate which strata are the worst performers. It turned out that there was very little difference in final yield between the two approaches although individual strata varied quite a bit (bottom right in the slide).
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TMV Yield Derivation Conclusions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TMV for the population varied very little amongst the three methods.TMV differences amongst individual strata was often substantially different.The approach most accurately representing timber supply analysis, as it is currently performed, is to assign AUs to each plot, determine the number of plots in each AU, use TIPSY to obtain yield at age 90 for each AU for each species mix, calculate weighted average yield for each AU for each of the 3 different species mixes, and allocate AU yield to the strata on a weighted average basis (purple column). Use the same site index values for both PMV and TMV because site index should not be a factor in comparing yield given that PMV and TMV are being simulated for the same sites, timber supply analysis SIs are somewhat hypothetical because they are guesstimates for a much larger landbase, and there appear to be some inconsistencies in the published SI values used in timber supply analysis.
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Stratification Method B – Site Series
•Site series recorded during field surveys was used directly
•Site index was assigned to the leading species and 2nd species
in each plot based on SIBEC correlations  (published in 2008)  

•Stratum species labels were generated based on total stems
per hectare in the same way they were in Stratification 
Method  A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this exercise, site series recorded in the field were used as a basis for forming strata without any mapping procedure.However, site series stratification is essentially a mapped stratification because, in the plot data, site series was determined by survey stratum and generally, therefore, all plots in the block stratum were the same site series.Stratum species labels were generated based on total stems per hectare in the same way they were in Stratification  Method  A. The method was the same but the strata were based on site series rather than species, stocking, and site index.
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Stratification Method B – Site Series

•PMV species label
generation same as Strata A

•TMV label generation
same as Strat Method A

•PMV based on average
plot values for the stratum

•TMV based on 1500 sph, 
planted, 2year regen delay,
site index based on plot data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this exercise, site series recorded in the field were used as a basis for forming strata without any mapping procedure.However, site series stratification is essentially a mapped stratification because, in the plot data, site series was determined by survey stratum and generally, therefore, all plots in the block stratum were the same site series.Stratum species labels for PMV were generated was based on the sum of total stems/ha for the leading, second, and third species (i.e. as a proportion of all stems for each species) using the pivot table approach described for Stratification Method A. The method was the same but the strata were based on site series rather than species, stocking, and site index.  Species labels for TMV were also generated in the same way as in Strat Method A using a random number generator and the proportions for each species mix suggested in timber supply analysis.PMV yield was obtained by running averages for the stratum for the TIPSY input variables.  Pests were not deducted from total conifers per hectare however. OAF1 values were used. For TMV, a TIPSY run was completed for each species label observed in each stratum using input values used in Timber Supply Analysis (1500 stems/ha planted, 2 year regen delay) and site index based on plot data.  No OAF1 or OAF2 deduction was used in the TIPSY runs but OAF1 was deducted later.  Weighted average yield was determined based on the number of plots in the stratum to obtain average yield for the population.
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Stratification Method C – TSA Units

•Based on Analysis Units for both PMV and TMV
•Pivot table approach for generating average stratum values
•Site index values from plot data used for PMV and TMV
• Species label for PMV generated same way as Strat Method A
•PMV for each AU derived with TIPSY using stratum averages
•TMV yield identical to Strat A test with AUs and plot-based SIs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This method of stratifying the plot data was based on Analysis Unit (leading species and site index class) in accordance with information in TSR III (the Morice 2006 data package) and TSR II (where no information is available for TSR III) just like it was for TMV in Strat Method A.  The analysis units already assigned to each plot in Stratification Method A could therefore be used directly.  Note that, for the 12 plots in which a deciduous species is leading, the second species was assumed to be leading. The primary difference between this approach and the approach used in Strat A is that AUs are used for both PMV and TMV, whereas in Strat Method A, AUs were only used for TMV (and species mix, stocking class, and site index class were used for PMV).Site index values for each plot are the same as those used from the Strat A spreadsheet (i.e. based on SIBEC correlations) and a pivot table was used to generate average stratum characteristics for each AU including site index values (see TMV Yield Derivation TSR AUs Strat A Feb 19.xlsx”).  These SI values were used for PMV and TMV yield estimates.  Species label for PMV was based on the sum of total stems/ha for the leading, second, and third species using the pivot table approach described for Stratification Method A.  The method is the same but the strata are based on Analysis Unit rather than species, stocking, and site index.Yield derivation was completed using TIPSY as it was done for Strat Method A but with AUs instead of  species mix, stocking class, and SI class.  Pests were subtracted from total conifers and a planted distribution was used if total conifers was less than 2500 stems/ha.TMV values did not have to be rerun because they were identical to those derived in the testing of AUs and published vs logical breakpoints (see slide 33).  The published breakpoints were used in this case.
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Stratif D – Spp/Stkg/SI Unmapped

•Based on species mix, stocking class, and site index but no mapping

•Pivot table approach for generating average stratum values

•Site index values from plot data used for PMV and TMV

• Species label for PMV generated same way as Strat Method A

•PMV for each AU derived with TIPSY using stratum averages
•TMV derived in the same way as Stratification Method  A using the
basic approach with no AUs and plot-based SIs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This final method of stratifying the plot data was based on Species Mix, Stocking Class, and Site Index Class as in Method A, but each plot was independently assigned a stratum number regardless of its geographic location.  In other words, the characteristics of some plots meant that they would be labelled as a particular stratum even though they were geographically within a different stratum.  No attempt was made to organize the raw plot data into geographically logical units.All aspects of the analysis for PMV paralleled Stratification Method A but the mix of plots for each stratum changed in most cases.TMV was derived the same way it was in Stratification Method A using the basic approach without Analysis Units.  That is labels were assigned to plots in the proportions specified in TSR and then the weighted average label for the stratum was determined.  Site index value for each stratum was the same used in PMV, based on plot data rather than hypothetical TSR values.
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Other TIPSY Runs
Other Scenarios Involving TIPSY included modelling the impact of:

•Forest health factors
•Deciduous trees
•Using well spaced trees rather than total conifers
•Leave patches
•Voids caused by NSR with and without remedial planting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Normally the input value for TIPSY is for total conifers per hectare and this could include trees that are unacceptable because of forest health agents.  Some forest health factors can be accounted for with OAF 1 (a user specified decrease in the area producing trees) or OAF 2 (a user specified reduction in stand growth that increases in magnitude as the stand ages).  To use these functions accurately, however, it is necessary for the surveyor to record the number of trees that will die before they become merchantable (as would be the case with a pine stem rust or severe Dothistroma infection for example) and the number of trees that will have a decrease in growth during the rotation (as would be the case with an Innonotus tomentosus infection for example). In this project, there were no pests observed that would require an OAF2 adjustment, however, and rather than trying to use total conifers and adjust yield with a OAF1 value, we simply reduced the total conifers per hectare value by the number of stems/ha observed for pests regardless of whether these pests would necessarily result in stem mortality.  In future surveys we may need to record only those pests that make the tree unacceptable based on the free growing damage criteria.For the deciduous test, we modeled PMV for Strat method A, using total trees/ha (i.e. when deciduous trees are included) and compared it to the same strata when total conifers are used.In another scenario we modelled PMV for Strat method A, using total conifers/ha (i.e. when deciduous trees are not included) and included an OAF2 value of 20% for spruce and balsam leading stands if deciduous trees were greater than 600/ha and 35% for pine leading stands if deciduous stems were greater than 600/ha (roughly based on information in the Aspen SEDA) to account for competition with conifers (to reduce conifer yield).For the Well Spaced scenario we simply input, for Stratification A, the well spaced stems/ha (no m value applied) as an input rather than total conifers.  Another more meaningful test involving well spaced was used in TASS (see below).
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Other TIPSY Runs – Leave Patches

•Input based on air photos
•2 blks: 1 dispersed and 

1 aggregate retention
•Ouput is regen areas only
•Reductions represent:  

•area of mature trees
•½ overtopped trees
•growth reduction on 
shaded trees

•Reduction reported as 
single VRAF  (e.g. 0.86)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using TIPSY, and data from Stratification Method A, a hypothetical scenario for the stratum  “>65% Pl - >1600 sph - SI>18”  and one for “Mix - >1600sph - SI>18”  was run to mimic the effect of leave patches, typical of current operations, that occur in some blocks.Aerial photos from two recent representative cutblocks, one with dispersed retention and one with aggregated retention, were used to obtain area in leave patches, average group size, proportion that is aggregated versus dispersed, and top height (input variables required for the variable retention feature in TIPSY). PMV generated in without variable retention leave patches for the same stratum.TIPSY yields are for regenerated portions only, assuming that the overstory trees occupy area and are left for other values and will not be harvested. TIPSY processes the information you have entered into its variable retention dialog, determines the variable retention adjustment factor (VRAF – e.g. 0.86), and then applies the VRAF in a 3-step process as follows: 1. The first step in reducing yields is similar in effect to TIPSY’s OAF 1 This step removes the retained area(s) from timber production altogether, according to the percentage crown cover retained. It reduces the initial density at the time of planting, like an OAF 1. 2. The next step takes effect as crowns grow and the retained group expands into harvested areas. About 1/2 the regenerated trees that are overtopped by the retained portion will die thus reducing yield as well. For dispersed retention in particular, this effect may be too extreme. 3. For the 50 percent of the trees that don’t die and are affected by the crowns of the retained stand, partial shading causes them to grow more slowly than the balance of the regenerated stand, reducing yield without affecting mortality.  Variable retention has no affect on that part of the regenerated stand growing beyond the shadows of the retained stand. Although the overall VRAF factor (e.g. 0.86) is reported, it is not possible to distinguish how much of the factor is due to each of the three parts described above.  What is clear for the purposes of the multi-block standard is that this feature has a big impact on yield and if it is going to be applied to PMV, it should also be applied to TMV for a particular stratum!
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Other TIPSY Runs – NSR Impacts
•100% failure on the three smallest strata (400 sph)
•3% failure on all strata (400 sph)
•5%, 10%, and 15%  failure on the three largest 
strata (400 sph)

•Plots randomly reduced to target level and duplicate 
strata created for those plots with 400 sph 
•TIPSY yield determined and compared to yield when 
the areas w/400 sph were fill planted w/1100 sph
•Effective age recalculated on fill plant areas
•Population PMV recalculated and compared to 
original

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using TIPSY, and data from Stratification Method A, the impacts of NSR on PMV were explored.Based on feedback from stakeholders and earlier analysis of Canfors NSR data, five artifical NSR scenarios were created as follows:  100% failure on the three smallest strata (400 stems/ha)3% failure on all strata (400 stems/ha)5% failure on the three largest strata (400 stems/ha on 5% of the area)10% failure on the three largest strata (400 stems/ha on 10% of the area)15% failure on the three largest strata (400 stems/ha on 15% of the area).The protocol used was to reduce the number of plots in the original strata and then create another duplicate stratum with a number of plots that is equal to the number the stratum was reduced by, with the same characteristics as the original stratum, but only 400 stems/ha.Building on these initial scenarios, the failed areas were then be assumed to have been replanted as separate strata (with, therefore, a recalculated lower effective age) to test the impact of remedial treatment, and PMV then re-determined.  This was added to the PMV for the other stocked strata and a new population PMV was calculated.Detail on Protocol for Simulated Plantation Failure: 1. used a random number generator to randomly select 15% of plots on selected strata   2. TC was changed to 400 sph  for selected stratum 3.  used pivot table to recalculate TC/ha for each stratum   4. Using the actual species label, site indices and effective age calculated for each stratum, PMV was calculated for a density of 400 (failed strata only, using natural or planted as in the original stratum) 5. Weighted average PMV (based on the percentage of plots in each category (failed or not)) was calculated to get overall PMV for the stratum when the failure was included.  Protocol for Simulated Replanting :6. PMV value for the failed plots was calculated with a density of 1100 sph  8. Then a weighted average of the PMV with 400 sph and PMV with 1100 sph was determined as follows ((400/1500XPMVa)+(1100/1500XPMVb)  9.  The value from step 8 was weighted for the stratum based on the percentage of plots that failed versus that didn’t fail (e.g. 0.85*PMV(plots that didn’t fail) +(0.15xPMV(failed plots).
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Stem Distribution Impacts 

• How sensitive is 
PMV to 
stocking levels 
and stem 
distribution?

• Can stem 
mapping be used 
to address issues 
of stem 
distribution?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, on to another topic.  Recall that we had a couple of key questions relating to stem distribution in our “Key Questions” slide.  These were answered in a variety of ways:  In the first test, we used TIPSY to simulate stem distribution for a range of stocking conditions for hypothetical pine and spruce stands. In the second test we .....
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TIPSY Hypothetical  Pl and Sx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the table in this slide you can see the results of the first test…It appears that a clumped pine distribution on SI 19 at age 90, produced from 56 to 86% of the volume that a planted distribution  did and a natural distribution produced 79 to 93% of the volume with a planted distribution did.  Trends were the same with spruce with even bigger differences (although there is no clumped distribution available for Spruce).  In summary, the lower the stocking and the more clumped the distribution, the greater the impact on yield.
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TASS Hypothetical Pl Stand

Legend:  Pl-pine, 12-site index, 700-stems/ha,  70-clumps/ha, 1-
clumpiness factor (1= more clumped, 3 = less clumped)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second test was similar to the first in that it was hypothetical as well.  In this test we used TASS to simulate pine yield at age 90 for 3 different site indices, 4 stocking levels, and three levels of clumpiness.The bar graph shows the impact of all factors combined.
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TASS Hypothetical Pl Stand

Legend:  Pl-pine, 12-site index, 700-stems/ha,  70-clumps/ha, 1-
clumpiness factor (1= more clumped, 3 = less clumped)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this slide the impact of clumpiness is portrayed.  For example, with site index 12 and 700 stems/ha a very clumpy distribution produces only 55% of the volume that a less clumpy distribution produces.  This appeared to be true regardless of stocking level or site index although the magnitude at higher stocking levels was lower.
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TASS Hypothetical Pl Stand
Pl, SI 12, 

700 sph, 70 
clumps, 

clumpiness 
factor 3

Pl, SI 12, 
1200 sph, 

120 
clumps, 

clumpiness 
factor 1

Conclusions:
•Stem distribution makes a substantial difference (10 – 45%)
•Clumpiness is important on poor sites and good sites
•Clumpiness is more important at lower stocking levels than higher
•“Clumped, natural, planted” is too coarse to capture a situation 

like 1500 sph planted + 500 to 3000 sph ingress and more 
accurate ways of simulating distribution are needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The TASS simulations indicate that stem distribution makes a substantial difference, at least with pine.  Some conclusions:Site index, not unexpectedly, makes a big difference in yield (Merch Vol Age 100 chart).  The impacts of changing stem distribution are no different on a poor site than on a rich site.  Improving site index just speeds the rate of crown and bole development and the time at which a particular yield will occur.  As stocking levels increase, the relative impact of the clumpiness factor on merch volume decreases.As site index increases, the relative impact of the clumpiness factor decreases but the impact is much less than stocking levels and differences are negligible after SI 16.Extreme clumpiness makes a difference in yield even up to 4000 stems/ha (e.g. 1 vs 3 with SI 21 is 11% different).  In the site index and stocking range typical of many stands, (16 and 2000 or 4000) there is a 27% and 12% difference in yield between clumpiness 1 and 3 respectively.Based on this example with pine, it seems clear that stem distribution (for a given level of stocking) is important up to about 4000 stems per hectare.  This would indicate that it is important to determine a more accurate way of simulating stem distribution observed in the field.  At the moment, in TIPSY, you have a choice of a “natural” distribution or “planted” distribution with spruce and subalpine-fir, as well as “clumpy” with pine.  These coarse categories are not likely to provide accurate enough yield estimates for the multi-block approach and do not accurately represent the common operational situation in which 1500 stems per hectare are planted but there are also another 2000 stems per hectare of ingress or existing naturals with substantial differences in height between planted stock and naturally established stems.
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TASS Hypothetical Stem Maps

>65% Pl, >1600, SI 12 – 17, 10 yrs >65% Pl, >1600, SI 12 – 17, 90 yrs

Pl planted = yellow, Pl nat = green, Sx planted = purple,
Sx/Bl natural = blue 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the third test on the impact of stem distribution we used TASS 2.0 and the plot data (including OAF1, effective age, etc) from Stratification Method A (species mix, stocking class, and site index class) .In an effort to better simulate the distribution observed in the field we started the stand with 1500 stems/ha regular planting distribution (using a logical planting mix that reflected site series for the stratum) and then simulated random ingress up to the total conifers value for that stratum over a period of 5 to 6 years.  The target species mix at age 10 was the same as that observed in the plot data.This was compared to yield for the same stratum assuming a planting mix that reflected weighted average species mix for the stratum based on the proportions specified in TSR 2 and 3 (see slide 31) and:average site index values for the stratum obtained from corresponding plot data, Other TIPSY inputs used in timber supply analysis (1500 stems/ha, planted distribution, 2 year regen delay) Harvest age of 90 years, not adjusted for effective age, and no OAF value.
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TASS Hypothetical Stem Maps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results from this test are summarized in this table (see slide).  It is difficult to determine, based on volume output, whether this is a better fit than using the TIPSY clumped, natural, or planted distributions.  Another, perhaps better indicator of the degree of fit was to use a new feature in TASS (and soon to be in TIPSY) which provides the number of well spaced stems per hectare that occur based on user-specified minimum intertree distance (2.0m in this case), countable height (>10 cm), and age at which countable height is determined (2 yrs in this case).  This algorithm was based on work by Wendy Bergerud and Robert McDonald in which they establish the relationship between well spaced and total stems/ha by simulating 20,000 “survey” plots for each age on the stem map generated by TASS based on min intertree distance etc.As you can see in the brown columns in the table in the slide, TASS predicted more well spaced per hectare than the average obtained from silviculture survey data.  The average difference in well spaced predicted in TASS would be 15.9% (varying from 0% to about 28%) higher than actual with these hypothetical stem maps.The well spaced algorithm is useful but further validation work may be needed.  There are also a couple of missing links with this approach.  First, there is no guidance on how close simulated to actual should be.  Second, if you do feel there is a significant difference, there is no guidance on how to change the input distribution to achieve a result that is closer. These two deficiencies reduce the utility of this tool.In this project, it is also useful comparing these outcomes using the same data but actual stem maps.....
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TASS Analysis and Stem Mapping 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the final test on stem distribution impacts, we used TASS 2.0 and the plot data (including OAF1, effective age, etc) from Stratification Method A (species mix, stocking class, and site index class) with actual stem maps from plantations that had characteristics similar to the corresponding stratum, rather than hypothetical stem maps like in the last test.  12 different stem maps were produced (one for each stratum).  Remember that the stratum values do not represent any particular block but are the average values for many blocks.  No single stem map is going to perfectly represent the variation of the many different blocks that make up the stratum.
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SORTIE Deciduous Analysis

•Two Strata (PMV only):
Mix/>1600/>SI18
>65%Pl/>1600/SI 2-17

•Stem maps based on photos
•Input data based on strata 
characteristics (no SI though)

•Two runs (one with and one
without AT ) for both strata

•An additional run for Mix 
assuming 35% At

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final test on PMV we performed to explore was using Sortie to explore the impacts of deciduous on conifer growth.Sortie requires stem locations, species for each stem location, and diameter distribution (or substitute height and use ht/diam relationships).  There are also many other parameters that must be specified regarding things like the initial parameter file, light, growth, and mortality behaviours, and analyses to perform.Site index is not required because it is specified with a growth behaviour.Stem coordinates were already available from the TASS work and these same coordinates were used in Sortie.Species and height distribution was completed using the random number approach described under species allocation for Stratification Method A.The runs were completed by Erin Hall (Smithers research section) based on the information we provided.Could link to an output file?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright, finally we are on to results.  I have provided some conclusions along the way but now it is time to let the cat out of the bag on how it all turned out.This slide shows the project map which I handed out at the beginning of the presentation to help you all keep track of where we were in the presentation. I think the best way to approach the summary is to look at the results for each one of these colours separately.Perhaps we can hyperlink to the master spreadsheet as well that compares them all.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the summary spreadsheet for the stratification exercise.  At the front end of the spreadsheet the basic stratum characteristics are provided for Stratification Method A.Note that stratification was done differently for Strat Method B and C and so statistics can’t be provided on a stratum by stratum basis for them in this overview spreadsheet because the strata were different.We’ll come back to this data in a bit using graphs so it is clearer.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is half the detailed info for Strat Method A.  Just one of these columns (“PMV at 79 Yrs +EA w/OAF”) was used in the previous slide summarizing results for the stratification methods.Depending on which version of PMV we are looking at, there are significant differences between strata from one method to the other, however, the differences between population means is not that great.In this spreadsheet we are trying to compare three ways of determining PMV to a single way of calculating TMV.  The three ways of determining PMV are:    - PMV with a natural or planted distribution, no OAF, and no EA (orange)    - PMV with a natural distribution (unless there were <2500 stems/ha), using EA and using OAF1 (brown columns)     - PMV where every stratum has a planted distribution for all the trees, and EA and OAF1 are both incorporated (green columns).Depending on which version of PMV we are looking at, there are significant differences between strata from one method to the other, however, the differences between population means is not that great.Some Tentative Conclusions: Whether TMV is determined using Analysis Units (see slides 32 and 33) or without using Analysis Units but using the species proportions suggested in the 2006 Morice Data Package, makes little difference (~1%) in TMV yield (this data not shown on the chart).  Using TMV default OAF1 values makes a substantial difference increasing PMV as a proportion of TMV by more than 15% for the population as a whole.Stem distribution makes an important difference (about 5%). Effective age makes little difference in final yield (about 1%).  Species choice makes a moderate difference in final yield.  Sx produces more volume at age 90 than the other two species. In timber supply analysis more Sx is assumed to be established than what survey results show.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the detailed stats for Strat Method B.  For the overview table, I only extracted the column “PMV at 79 Yrs +EA w/OAF”.Like with Stratification method A, we were comparing all three ways of determining PMV to a single way of calculating TMV (orange, brown, and green columns).    Conclusions for this stratification method parallel those of Strat Method A:Effective age makes little difference in final yield (about 3 m3/ha). Species choice makes a moderate difference in final yield.  Sx produces more volume at age 90 than the other two species. OAF1 value makes a substantial difference (final yield is reduced directly by the percent OAF input into the model).Stem distribution makes an important difference.  It is the same story looking at the other two stratification techniques (by AU (C) and by Unmapped Species/Stocking/Site Index class(D)) and I won’t burden you with more detailed charts.  I will put them in the appendices of the final report though.
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“Method A provides a reasonable level of 
resolution and basic information needed by managers to
tackle regeneration issues”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead lets just look at the overall summary for stratfication method, this time as a bar chart.It is visually apparent from this chart that there is little difference between the various stratification methods although, Stratification C, by Analysis Unit has, in this instance, produced the highest value by about 9 m3/ha.However, recall from slide 35 and our discussion about how to derive TMV, that if the Analysis Unit stratification method were used for PMV, then it should also be used for TMV and this value was 433 (- OAF1).If Method C, ie. leading species and site index class, were used to delineate strata within blocks, there would be fewer strata (only 9) and strata means would incorporate a broader range of conditions making them less meaningful.  Stratification would also be independent of stocking making this type of stratification less useful for management purposes (ie the average stems/ha for a stratum could be a mix of many levels of stocking).Stratification Method B (site series) would provide the greatest resolution in terms of number of strata (20) and things like site index, appropriate species, and reasons for any observed stocking issues could be inferred but existing stocking levels by stratum would again be meaningless.Strat D was only completed to explore whether mapping the strata would make any difference to the population PMV.  It does not appear so but if it were used it would be more difficult operationally to identify under performing areas unless a separate stratification exercise were performed to identify areas of potential fill plant.   This could be done with all stratification methods.Stratification method A provides a reasonable level of resolution and basic insights into regeneration issues by species, site quality, and stocking.  That does not mean however, that Method C for example could not be used, and then a different exercise completed to decide where to undertake further management interventions.Of course, the utility of any stratification method, if it provides meaningful operational information, will be enhanced if the strata are mapped out by the surveyor as they complete the survey.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright, an important question.  What impact will areas with fewer stems have on the PMV for the population?  To test this we used the strata from Stratification Method A and, on a random basis, reduced the stocking on a proportion of the plots to 400 stems/ha.Proportions used were based on survey information modified by expert opinion.  Proportions are shown in the slide. Yield at age 90 was obtained in the usual way using TIPSY.The follow-up question is, well what will happen if we fill plant these areas bringing the total back to 1500 stems/ha.  This meant having to adjust average effective age.You can see that, unlike stratification method, plantation failure has a significant impact on PMV.
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6%4% 1%2%2% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the differences presented as a bar chart.You can see that much of the loss resulting from failure is regained by replanting (green bars) 13 years after initial establishment.  This prediction is a bit optimistic though because it assumes that the replanted area is contiguous and that there are no interactions with older, larger stems.  There is no way to do this in TIPSY, although it could be done in TASS.  We did, however, adjust the average effective age in the failed areas down to reflect the that 1100 stems/ha had an effective age of only 1.Overall conclusions:100% failure (zero stems/ha) on the three smallest strata (representing 2.3% of the total area – which is what Canfor found there NSR to be at FG) had little effect (1%).A 15% failure (400 stems/ha) on the three largest strata (representing 74% of the area had a significant impact (6% less volume).  Everything else was in between.Because there is still significant volume produced at 400 stems/ha, the overall effect of having even 15% of the plots at low stocking, is not huge.This implies that the risks associated with low stocking levels are not extreme.  This magnitude of loss would bring the PMV to within 5% of TMV if the 15% OAF1 value was deducted.
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Results –NSR Calculations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is probably too much detail at this point, but this slide is meant to portray how the calculation for the NSR and replant were done.  Upper left show how weighted average TIPSY yield is determined when 3% of the area has only 400 stems per hectare (but they all have the same establishment period).Bottom left shows how the yield on the 3% of the area that has failed is weighted using the 400 existing stems/ha and another 1100 which were planted and have a lower effective age (col G for the 1100 with effective age of 1).Right shows how the PMV is calculated weighting 97% of the area with the original volume when there is no failure (col E) and weighting 3% of with the replanted volume (col I).The same process was used for all the failure tests.
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Results – Lower Confidence Limits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next piece of analysis I would like to show you deals with the statistical precision (or risk) associated with population estimates.  As part of our risk analysis, we wanted to look at what would happen to population PMV if the lower confidence limits were used for total conifers and effective age.  There is no need to use lower confidence limits for site index because they are not used in timber supply analysis and because it is recommended that the same plot-based site indices be used for both PMV and TMV.Lower confidence level was calculated for EA, TC, and EA and TC.  Conclusions:Overall lower confidence limits make a small difference in yield – lowering it by about 1.6% (remember pest affected trees have been removed from the totals).The relatively small impact is due to two things:  except for a few strata there are quite a few plots in each and there is a central tendency in stocking levels with few stands below 2000 stems/ha.  Yield in TIPSY changes very little above about 1200 stems/ha. Even with a large difference in effective age (which it wasn’t – 11.7 vs 11.3 overall), as we have already seen, the impact of effective age in TIPSY is small.
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Results: Pests, Well Spaced, 
Deciduous, and Leave Patches

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These tests were all performed for the sake of completeness and because these questions were sometimes asked by stakeholders.I won’t reiterate the methods we talked about earlier but I think the results speak for themselves.Tentative Conclusions:I guess it is fairly obvious that if you input well spaced stems/ha in TISPY (at 1260) you will get a substantially lower PMV than when you input total conifers (3462 with pests removed).More important than I had originally anticipated, pest affected trees makes a substantial difference.  When they are not deducted from the total conifer value, there is an almost 2% gain in volume.The deciduous runs were only done for the two strata with the highest levels of deciduous and relative to these two strata there was a 32% reduction in yield.  This analysis though was quite arbitrary because reductions were implemented using a 35% OAF2 which, in this case was likely too high for the level of deciduous observed in these stands.  A more realistic understanding of the impact was obtained using Sortie.The impact of leave patches was very high.  This is primarily because, TIPSY yields are for regenerated portions only and this volume is averaged over the whole block plus about 1/2 the regenerated trees that are overtopped by the retained portion will die.  In my view, averaging the yield over the entire block limits the utility of this feature in TIPSY.  Nonetheless, the exercise was useful in helping understand whether the mutli-block approach could be used in blocks with high retention if only TIPSY were available to do the simulations.  
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SORTIE Deciduous Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I explained earlier in the Methods section, we used Sortie to explore the impacts of deciduous interactions on conifer growth in an attempt to come to some understanding of the risk it might represent in achieving potential PMV targets.  This exercise used stem maps produced from actual stands and three runs were completed:One for a mixed stand with 2850 stems/ha that represented one of the strata from Stratification method A, only about 175 of which were deciduous,One for a Pl leading stand with 3950 stems/ha that represented one of the strata , again only 176 stems being deciduous,  and One for a hypothetical stand which was based on the mixed stand used in the first test but which had the species composition altered to get 35% aspen.Tentative Conclusions (get Erin to do....):Total volume similar with and without deciduous.Aspen volume obtained at the expense of conifer (in mixed 35% At, conifer volume is 302 m3 but with no aspen it is 486 m3 - a 38% reduction.At represents about 36% of total volume in the 35% scenario.Etc – Erin to do...Don’t forget to remind them that this is Ok for modelling relative impacts but the absolute values need to be taken with a grain of salt pending further calibration.
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Results – TASS Stem Mapping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well, thankfully for you all, we are at the limits of my analysis now.  Results from the last set of tests, stem mapping, are summarized in this table (see slide).  Tentative Conclusions:The number of well spaced stems/ha predicted in TASS is about the same with Actual stem maps (1546 per ha) and Hypothetical stem maps (1504).TASS is generally predicting about 19% more well spaced than are being observed in the field.PMV volume predictions appears to be virtually identical whether hypothetical or actual stem maps are used, implying that the actual stem mapping exercise is not required.PMV as a proportion of TMV is 11.9% higher when 15% OAF1 was deducted using both the hypothetical and actual stem maps.Wrt what to do about stems distribution there remain a few choices.  I would like to hear your opinion.  My initial thoughts are that we should avoid producing stem maps and use hypothetical stem maps in TASS that better represent actual conditions.  In essence produce a catalogue of default maps for a variety of situations such as no residuals, planting, no ingress vs some resids, planting, and ingress over a period of 5 or 6 years, etc.Using a stem catalogue is problematic because a stratum is comprised of many blocks each potentially with different stocking distribution.  Any stem map a surveyor would choose to represent the average values we produce for each stratum would be a generalization anyway.  Also, it may be that we have far less natural pine stocking in the future in the aftermath of the MPB epidemic.
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Results – Statistical Tests
•Stratification  Method A using EA and OAF1 versus:

o pests not deducted 
o well spaced
o total trees

• Stratification  Method A using EA and OAF1 versus:
o using LCL for TC/Ha
o using LCL for Effective Age
o using LCL for both EA and TC

• Stratification  Method A using EA and OAF1 versus: 
o TASS and hypothetical stem distribution
o TASS and actual stem maps for each stratum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well, lots of numbers on PMV.  Difference do not seem big but, as a matter of due diligence (part of risk analysis), an analysis of variance was completed to ascertain if differences were actually statistically significant.  We used the Bonferonni post hoc multiple comparisons procedure available in SYSTAT to compare the yield at age 90 for each stratum for different scenarios as shown in this slide and the next….
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Results – Statistical Tests

•TASS  stem map TMV versus TIPSY TMV using actual SI
•Stratification  Method A using EA and OAF1 versus:

o NSR with 3, 5, 10, 15, and 100 % failure on various strata
o NSR as above that has been replanted

•Stratification  Method A using EA and OAF1 versus:
o Pests not deducted
o Using LCL for EA and TC/Ha
o Using well spaced stems/ha
o 15% failure on the three largest strata
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Results – Statistical Tests

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of output for the last test on the previous slide (PMV for Stratification  Method A using EA and OAF1, compared to PMV when pest trees were not deducted, when LCL for EA and TC/Ha was used, when well spaced stems/ha were used instead of total conifers, and when only 400 stems/ha were assumed on 15% of the area in the three largest strata). This part was actually done in Excel.The first table is the raw input data showing PMV (m3/ha at age 70 + effective age) for each stratum.  The second table shows the variance and standard deviations for each scenario.The third table shows the sum of squares, degrees of freedom, mean square between different strata, mean square for different scenarios, and mean square errorn within groups, as well as the F ratio (MS between scenarios or strata/MS error within scenarios), the p value and F-Crit.  When F is large (for e.g. between strata) it means that the variation between groups is much higher than within groups implying that at least two of the means are different.  When the F ratio is higher than F-crit we reject the null hypothesis  (that the means are not significantly different).  Looking at the yellow values for scenarios, we see that the probability (p-value) of us making a type 1 error (rejecting the null hypothesis when it is in fact true) is less than 1%.  In other words we are (1 – 0.000293 = 0.999717) almost 100% certain that we should reject the null hypothesis.  However, it is unlikley, based on the magnitude of F (6.6), that the differences are big.So, we know that at least two of the mean PMV values for the five scenarios are significantly different but we would also like to know which ones.  This is where Bonferonni comes in…  
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Results – Statistical Tests

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The top graph is just a bar chart showing volume produced and associated standard deviation.The table underneath is the Bonferonni output, showing the pairwise comparisons for each combination of PMV values.  The numbers in the matrix represent the probability that the means are the same.  So, for example, the probability that Strat A is the Same as Strat A is 1 (ie. 100% certain that they are the same).  The lower the number, the more likely the means are different.  Looking at the yellow highlighted cells, you can see that mean PMV for the scenario in which well spaced stems per ha was used as input into TIPSY is substantially different than PMV when Pests are not deducted and when a 15% failure is used.  In these cases we are about 60% certain and 98% certain respectively that the means are not statistically the same.   Similarily, we are 99% certain and 88% certain respectively that Mean PMV when the lower confidence limit is used for EA and TC/Ha is significantly different than PMV with no Pests, and PMV using stratification method A (the base case).The only conclusions that can be drawn from this are that well spaced should not be used as an input into TASS or TIPSY, and that it is somewhat important (not highly important though because absolute differences are not big) to account for lower confidence limit and failures if they are great enough to represent 15% of the area in the 3 largest strata. The same approach was taken for each combination of analyses to provide clearer insight into the significance of any differences in approach to generating PMV values.
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Results – Statistical Tests

Coefficient of variation:  Standard Dev/the Mean

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The only other statistical test  we did involved looking at how big the field sample should be to be reasonably certain about the results.We did a form of power analysis on each of the Stratification Method A strata to look at this question using a desired percent error (level of precision) of 10% and desired level of probability of 95% (0.05).  Results are shown in this table.The formula we used was n=t2*CV2/PE2  where CV is the ….CV for this formula was based on field data and a percent error of 10% was chosen based on current survey statistics (if the lower confidence limit is below 700 stems/ha, sufficient plots must be established to obtain a lcl within 10% of the mean).  t of course comes from t tables based on sample size – in this case we used number of plots.For strata with few plots and highly variable stocking levels, this formula produces unrealistic results. For example, the value for the fourth row was actually 223 but it is not reasonable to establish 223 plots in a 10 ha area we set an arbitrary cap for maximum plots at two per hectare (values in red).Conclusions:With this particular data set, 625 plots would be needed if the desired level of precision were required on each stratum and there was a cap on number of plots in any one stratum.With no cap, the number of plots would 894 (not shown on the slide).If there were no cap and a 15% error were considered to be sufficient, 397 plots would be needed (not shown).If it were considered appropriate to obtain the desired level of precision for the population as a whole rather than for each individual stratum, only 133 plots would be needed (not shown).The CV for these strata varied from 22% (low variability) to 83% (high variability) with an average of 53%.  Assuming an average level of variability (53%) and an average stratum size of about 110 ha, one would probably need about 64 plots per stratum (about 1 for every two ha) to be 95% certain that the sampled mean TC/Ha was within 10% of the true mean.



What Might a Multi-block Standard 
Look Like in an FSP?
Clues can be found in:
• The Administration Guide for Forest Stewardship 

Plans (Nov 30th, 2006)
• An Overview Reference for the Evaluation of 

Stocking Standards Under FRPA (Oct. 30th, 2006)
• Legislation including FPPR, sections 16, 26, and 45.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The only other aspect of this project that I wanted to address in this slide show, is what a multi-block standard might look like.....



Probable Components
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•Situations/circumstances that the standards apply to (e.g. 
blocks logged in year x in landscape unit y, how 
standards vary by site series or other criterion, etc).
•Acceptable species and their characteristics (e.g. free 
growing damage criteria), regen date, FG date.
•Strategies to achieve the results (timber supply vs. 
stems/ha) specified in the standard taking into account 
schedule 1 factors (forest health concerns, ecologically 
suitable species, the quantity and distribution of trees) 
and government objectives (particularly for timber, 
wildlife, and biodiversity).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the legislation and existing guidance from the Ministry of Forests, the standard will need to address each of the following....In addition to this information it is likely that a written rationale for adopting the standard will be required.



Approval Process
• Multi-Block stocking standards are approved by the 

Chief Forester and FSP approved by DDM
• A number of tests are considered (FPPR s. 26):

– Whether proposed spp are ecologically appropriate
– Whether the standard adequately addresses expected 

forest health conditions & existing forest health strategies
– Whether it maintains or enhances an economically 

valuable timber supply
– Whether it is consistent with TSR analysis and 

assumptions.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The approval process is evolving I think but currently the main elements of the approval process look like this....I think there is an initiative to allow the chief forester to off load responsibility for approving the stocking standard to the DDM but this is still in the works.



Approval Process Con’t
• An FSP or Amendment is approved by the DDM
• Whether or not it is a mandatory amendment or not will 

depend whether it is deemed to materially affect gov’t
objectives
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• At the 
District level 
the process is a 
bit involved 
and may be 
lengthy…..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the District level the process for approval varies but generally follows this flow chart.  



Stakeholder Recommendations
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• ? Age of assessment
• ? Survey data to collect
• ? Field stratification for 

operational purposes
• ? Stratification method for 

the standard
• ? TASS or TIPSY
• ? Confidence limits? 
• ? Dealing with NSR
• ? Dealing with pests

• ? Dealing with deciduous
• ? Dealing w/leave patches
• ?  Stem distribution :  actual

maps or TASS maps
• ?Timing of launch
• ?Issues with implementation
• ? Other

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, here are some questions that stakeholders need to be prepared to answer based on the data and analysis that has gone into this project.  The first and most important question, not stated here, is do any of the licensees want to adopt this approach.  If the answer is yes, some thought needs to be put into these questions.....Thanks for your time and patience in helping evaluate the rigour of the methods used in this project and your input into how the information should be used.
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